KEY RECORDS
Combining Constitutional Conservatism
with Outstanding Entertainment

A numerical listing of phonograph record albums dedicated
to saving the United States

KLP-1080 “HE’S YOUR UNCLE! NOT YOUR DAD…” by WALTER BRENNAN. The only entertainer ever to win three Academy Award Oscars unleashes his incomparable humor on the Welfare State. Recorded “live” in Hollywood. $3.98

For those who would like the printed text of this address, a photographic reproduction of the actual manuscript used by Walter Brennan at the recording session is available through KEY RECORDS at the address below.
Single copy, $1—six copies $5—15 copies, $10, postpaid.

KLP-1050 “FOLK SONGS FOR TAXPAYERS” by WINI BEATTY with Rhett Fink and “The Folkniks.” A laugh-laden musical satire on the Washington plan-handlers and other fantastic facets of life under Big Brother. Seventeen sparkling songs, every one a rousing lyrical lampoon at the Disinte-Great Society. $3.98

KLP-664 “MUSICAL MULTIPLICATION” by BOBBY LIMB and ORCHESTRA. In regular daily use in hundreds of school systems, this delightful musical quiz game makes learning the multiplication tables amazingly easy. Patriots will detect that the subject matter not only follows basic educational techniques, in a greatly entertaining manner, but manages to acknowledge the Bible and other wholesome things. $3.98

KLP-820 “BI-PARTISAN TREASON,” by TOM ANDERSON, leading agricultural publisher and premier political satirist. Highly humorous, vastly informative. $3.98

KLP-1020 “THE ECUMANIACS” by FATHER GOMMAR A. DePAUW, J.C.D. Who and what are the forces behind the English Mass Texts and other radical new liturgical practices in the Roman Catholic Church? Devout Traditionalist Catholics demand an honest answer. Here it is. If you’ll excuse the expression, here it is in spades. $3.98

KLP-861 “MacARTHUR’S FAREWELL ADDRESS” by General of the Army DOUGLAS MacARTHUR. This is the moving and eloquent “Duty-Honor-Country” speech, exactly as delivered by The General to The Corps of Cadets at West Point in 1962. An inspiration, an authentic collector’s item. $3.98

KLP-473 “MANNING JOHNSON’S FAREWELL ADDRESS,” an American Negro who was “in” on the actual Communist plot to divide our people, through so-called “Civil Rights” agitation and violence, exposes the fraud perpetrated by the enemy within. $3.98

KLP-927 “YOUR FAMILY IS THE TARGET” by BARRY GOLDWATER. The man who was called “trigger-happy” and “dangerous” has been monumentally prudent in evaluating the results of the presidential election. Now he speaks. What he says is an incisive exercise in raw logic, and proof conclusive that the voices which cried “Wolf!” have turned out to be the voices of the wolves. $3.98

KLP-990 “UNITED NATIONS—OR UNITED STATES?” by ARCH E. ROBERTS, Major, USAR. This is the shocking account of how American Armed Forces have been treasonously surrendered to Soviet Russian Command. A most unusual album, in that it doesn’t merely pose a problem—it offers a brilliant solution. Tape version of above speech, #KT-28, $6

KLP-1070 “NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH” by REVEREND FRANCIS E. FENTON. A great theologian and vastly competent analyst of the forces of evil shows you precisely how the truth has been denied, suppressed, and distorted, as our nation has been led down the grim pathway which dead-ends at a place called Slavery. $3.98
When records are purchased as gifts for others, we handle the shipping, sending the albums directly to the recipients. At your request, we attach to each record a copy of this blue embossed card:

![Image of a card with text]

Please be sure to supply us with the name or names to be signed, such as “Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith,” “Uncle Bill and Aunt Betty,” “Mom and Dad,” etc.

In gift parcels, we never enclose advertising of any kind, not even our own record catalog. If you wish to have our catalog sent to those to whom you give gift records, or to others, let us know. We handle this separately.

Sometimes a donor prefers not to reveal the source of a gift record. For example, a patriot would like to have his employer hear a particular record yet doesn’t wish to risk misunderstanding. In such cases, upon request, we keep the origin of the gift absolutely confidential.

In addition to records shipped for birthdays, Christmas, anniversaries, etc., we fill many orders for albums to be sent to mayors, legislators, judges, governors and other public officials.

Documentation for facts and figures disclosed in our records comes primarily from sworn testimony, publicly acknowledged affidavits, and official, though frequently otherwise unavailable, public documents.

All KEY RECORDS are voluntarily deposited in the archives of The Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
KLP-730 "THE CASE AGAINST FLUORIDATION" by GRANVILLE F. KNIGHT, M.D. A distinguished medical man weighs the evidence and casts an unimpeachably documented ballot against mass medication of our population through their drinking water. $3.98

KLP-930 "NOT HATE, BUT LOVE" by Hon. EZRA TAFT BENSON. A distinguished American who has earned great respect for his service to God and service to his nation speaks with great clarity, logic and authority on the internal threat of the Communist conspiracy and the Soviet-directed smear of all Americans who have risen to the defense of our Constitutional Republic. $3.98

KLP-880 "THE PRESIDENT'S ASSASSIN SPEAKS." Dynamic documentary by BILLY JAMES HARGIS. The suppressed facts behind the murder of John F. Kennedy, including the voice of the assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald. $3.98

KLP-925 "THE FEARLESS AMERICAN" by DAN SMOOT. With the typical trenchant Smoot approach, plus a delightfully witty side of Dan that will surprise most of his fans, this hard-hitting and sometimes hilarious album tells the star-spangled story of a businessman who risked all of his material wealth in order to pioneer the promotion of American free enterprise on TV. $3.98

KLP-905 "THE THIRD COLOR," by Hon. JOHN H. ROUSSELOT. A definitive analysis of the so-called "Civil Rights" legislation, with meticulous documentation of the Soviet influence in generating race hatred in the United States. This album proves that black and white were making excellent progress in resolving their problems until the calculated intrusion of the third color, red. $3.98

"1776" PARTS 1 and 2 by DEAN CLARENCE MANION. A deep and revealing insight into the Communist Conspiracy by one of the great scholars and ideology analysts of our time. $4.00

"1776" PARTS 3 and 4 by DR. REVILO P. OLIVER. A distinguished educator, author and member of fourteen learned societies, Dr. Oliver's attention to the Communist plot to overthrow our Republic developed when he was Research Director in a secret agency of our War Department. His story is a must to all who would know and understand the nature of our enemy. $4.00

"1776" PARTS 5 and 6 by Dr. Slobedan M. Draskovich. In his native Serbia, Dr. Draskovich saw three members of his own family assassinated for opposing Communism. He spent four years in prison camps before making his way to the United States, where he became a citizen in 1956. His speech will show you why he is regarded as one of the world's best-informed men in all aspects of the Communist Conspiracy. $4.00

KLP-910 "I WAS CASTRO'S PRISONER" by JOHN MARTINO. Hon. Spruille Braden, former United States Ambassador to Cuba says of this album: "It should be heard by every citizen, not only of this country but of this hemisphere. Those who hear it will understand why the U.S.A. has lost respect all over the world and is frequently regarded with contempt." $3.98

KLP-850 "MEDICINE LEADS THE WAY," by ROBERT WELCH. America's leading expositor of Soviet subversion techniques reveals the influences behind the fraudulent humanitarian mask of "Socialized Medicine." $3.98

KLP-810 "THE UNITED NATIONS HOAX" by DR. BILLY JAMES HARGIS, outstanding patriot and founder of the Christian Crusade. $3.98

KLP-800 "RED PIPELINE TO MOSCOW" by MAJOR GEORGE RACEY JORDAN. A military man who refused to be muzzled tells his incredible but fully documented first-person story of fantastic treason in high places. $3.98

KLP-790 "COMMUNIST TRICKERY" by DR. FRED C. SCHWARZ. An eminent diagnostician of Soviet Dialectical Materialism reveals the insidious methods of operation in the Communist Criminal Conspiracy. $3.98

KLP-780 "CYBERNETIC WARFARE" by HERBERT PHILBRICK. Famous F.B.I. Counterspy and author of "I Led Three Lives" shows you how and where to be on guard against Soviet deceit and treachery. $3.98

KLP-770 "BUILDING BALANCED CHILDREN" by W. CLEON SKOUSEN, former Administrative Assistant to J. Edgar Hoover and author of the best-seller "The Naked Communist." This is the perfect record to play for the misled liberal, the unaware, the fence-straddler. With great humor, it tells the warm story of the maturation of children, then brilliantly expounds the so-called "Mental Health" program and the dangers of coercive control psychiatry. $3.98

KLP-760 "COMMUNIST CANCER" by DR. WALTER H. JUDD, eminent legislator and leading lecturer on Soviet expansion. Comparing the Communist record with a malignancy, this great physician shows conclusively that there is a point at which it is too late for the doctor and time for the undertaker. $3.98

Why Democracies Fail
1 copy 10c • 20 copies 1.00 • 50 copies 2.00
KLP-1060 "A BASKET OF EELS" by HILAIRE DU BERRIER. Who is about to replace the United States as guardian of the world's largest stock-pile of gold? What nation, other than Red China, is destined to enslave the Orient? These and many other vital questions are answered in this block-buster of a speech by America's most distinguished foreign correspondent.................................................. $3.98

KLP-740 "JAPAN, HER VOICES AND PEOPLE" by ROBERT L. NIEMANN, recorded and narrated in Japan. Music, unusual sounds, part of a Tokyo Giants baseball game. Stresses influence of The United States in the new Japanese culture................................................................. $3.98

KLP-711 "MUSIC FOR SLEEPWALKERS ONLY" by MURRAY McEACHERN. The man who played the lead trombone part in "THE GLENN MILLER STORY" plays here as you've never heard a trombone played elsewhere. The music is all pop—the technique pure classic................................................................. $4.98

KLP-591 "AUSTRALIA'S FABULOUS TRUMPETS," featuring THE VICTORIAN TRUMPET TRIO of The Melbourne, Australia, Symphony. This album is generally conceded to display the all-time ultimate in trumpet technique. All pop tunes – including "Holiday For Strings," "Rhapsody In Blue" and a fantastic arrangement of "The Bells Of St. Mary's."................................................................. $4.98

KT-27 (Not a record album — 3¾ i.p.s. tape only) "NONE DARE CALL IT TREASON" by JOHN STORMER. The author of the number one best-selling book of the same title elaborates on the main theme of that book. A full hour of sheer dynamite................................................................. $6.00

KLP-900 "HERE WE GO AGAIN" with TOM ANDERSON. Now firmly established as the political arena's number one satirist, Tom reaches new heights of hilarity in this fantastically funny, yet, wondrously warm album. The story of his visit to a Moscow church is unforgettable................................................................. $3.98

KB-41 "WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BEES" by VICK KNIGHT. Described by one reviewer as "... the most provocative — and certainly the funniest — political satire of our time ..." this little mirth-quake of a book spins a fantastic allegory concerning what the honey bees did when they discovered Man had enticed them into Socialism................................................................. $1.00

KLP-950 "WILL THE REAL LYNDON JOHNSON PLEASE STAND UP?" by HON. DONALD L. JACKSON. Blending the exposé of shocking facts with laughter-compelling observations, a distinguished statesman and long-time member of The House Committee On Un-American Activities examines the disparity and duplicity despite which a man became President of The United States................................................................. $3.98

KLP-935 "DEACON LARKIN'S HORSE" by DAN SMOOT. This is Dan's inspiringly magnificent Independence Day speech as recorded at the time of its premiere delivery in Boston. Punctuated with delightful humor, this brilliant discourse re-states The American Objective, shows where we were led astray and what we must do to regain our momentum................................................................. $3.98

KLP-1030 "WHAT ARE THE GRAVEDIGGERS DOING NOW?" by PHYLLIS SCHLAFLY, author of the 1964 best-sellers "A Choice Not An Echo" and "The Gravediggers." The never-before-told story of how in 1965 the gravediggers have turned America into a "nuclear nudist colony," and thereby enabled the Great Society to reduce taxes and increase giveaways. Tells what we must do to obtain the peace of the brave instead of the peace of the grave................................................................. $3.98

KLP-960 "RENDEZVOUS WITH DESTINY" by GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN. This is THE speech with which a celebrated TV and motion picture star launched a new career, in statesmanship. These are the words that caused a nation to discover a great new champion of Conservatism, and convinced the voters of our most populous state that here, indeed, was their own man of destiny................................................................. $3.98
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